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he was impossible. He declared to the President that he was
impossible, and the President turning on Schleicher as the man
who had caused all the mischief ordered him to take the chan-
cellorship. He was formally appointed on December 2.
The President lost no time in showing the new chancellor that
he did not possess the presidential confidence. When he asked
for the same guarantees against the Reichstag—that is, an order
for that body's dissolution as Papen had received—he was refused
and was told to justify confidence by results. The first thing to
do was to form the cabinet and to inform the President fully
on the precise degree to which National Socialism was committed
to support the cabinet and which individual members of the party
were to participate. This was a nasty question which the chancellor
was spared from answering.
If he had any real belief that he had solved the difficulty he
was to be disillusioned with savage suddenness. Under the arrange-
ment come to, Strasser was to be minister of the interior and
two or three scats were to go to his colleagues. Feeling that he
had accomplished a great task, he telegraphed to the Leader
recruiting in the Bavarian uplands, a full account of his success and
urged him to return at once to Berlin and as Leader haughtily
settle details himself; admittedly there were many to be settled.
What happened we do not know. Hitler left Munich to go by
train to Berlin; at Weimar—ominous name—he left, returned
to Munich, and telegraphed to Strasser repudiating the whole
arrangement. The excellent newspaper story which tells how,
hearing late what was afoot and what had been carefully con-
cealed from them, Goebbels and Gocring got the fastest car they
could, headed off the Leader at Weimar, literally kidnapped him
in his pyjamas, and bore him back, cold but complacent to Munich,
is unfortunately not supported by documentary evidence. But
whatever the staging of the victory, the other faction had won;
not indeed that they had convinced the Leader of the wrong-
ness of Strasser's policy as that his own nature saw the shadow
of Strasser grow and increase—Reichsminister Strasser j Regie-
rungsrat Hitler, He saw Strasser not as a loyal if argumentative
subordinate but as a cunning rival. Deliberately he deluded him

